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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a non-empty compact and connected subset of the complex plane C, 
let B = 0(K) denote the integral domain of analytic functions on K (see $1 for a 
precise definition), and write llfllK for supXEK If(x where f is a complex 
function defined on K. Consider the ring of polynomial functions C[X] as a 
subring of B and let P be the algebraic closure of C [X] inside 0. We will prove 
the following. 
THEOREM. Given any finite system of polynomial equations 
F(Y)=O, Y=(Y,,..., YN), with coefficients in P and given any solution 
Y=(Y1,..., ye) in 8, there exists for each E > 0 a solution ya = (yf, . . . , yg) in 8” 
with /IY~-YIIK<E. Where lI(z1, . . ..z~)Il~=max(llz~ll~. . . . . IIzN~IK).) 
This is a global version of a result due to S. Lang [L] in the local case that K is 
a point, later generalized by M. Artin to (germs of) analytic functions in several 
variables, cf. [A]. Ap-adic (global) analogue of the theorem was proved before, 
independently in [B] and [v.d.D.], answering a question posed by S. Lang. Jan 
Denef suggested looking at the complex case. It turned out that the Artin-Lang 
specialization techniques work if one uses certain estimates which are uniform 
1 The author was partially supported by an NSF-grant. 
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for complete normed rings, see lemmas (1.5), (1.6) and the proof in (1.8). A 
somewhat different proof for K the closed unit disc was given at the same time 
by Denef, who recently with Becker and Lipshitz, generalized that result to 
analytic functions in 2 variables, but much more commutative algebra is 
needed. (The 3 variables case seems open.) 
We present a selfcontained proof in $1. In $2 we present an example showing 
that another possible generalization of a result in [v.d.D.] cannot be proved 
along the lines of this paper. 
I thank Denef for stimulating discussions on this material. 
51. PROOFOFTHETHEOREM 
(1.1) Recall that 8= 1% 0(U), U ranging over the directed system of open 
neighborhoods of K, where for Ur > U, the map B(Ui)+ B(&) is given by 
restriction. (B(U) is of course the @-algebra of analytic functions f : U-C.) 
Define a K-polynomial to be a manic polynomial in C[X] which has all its 
roots in K. 
(1.2) LEMMA. For each f E 0 there is a unique pair (p, U) such that f =pu, 
u E 0 and p a K-polynomial of degree the number of zeros off in K, counted 
with their multiplicity. Moreover u is an &unit. 
PROOF. Obvious. Necessarily p= n(X- cQei where ai is a zero of f of 
multiplicity ei. 
(1.3) LEMMA. For each K-polynomial p and each f E 0 there are q, u such 
that f = qp + r, q E 0 and r E C [X] of lower degree than p. 
PROOF. Let (xl,..., o, be the distinct roots of p of multiplicities el, . . . , e, 
respectively. Take for r a polynomial of degreecdeg p, such that 
r”‘(oj) = f “‘(oj) for 1 I is n, 0~ j < ei. (Note that such an r exists because p is 
of degree C ei.) Then one can take q = (f - r)/p. n 
In the following lemmas we make the convention that a normed ring is a 
commutative ring A with 1, together with a “norm” 1 1 :A+ PO. satisfying 
(xI=Oesx=O, Ix+yl~ [xl+ lyl, Jxyl I 1x1. (yl, for all x,y~A. The lemmas 
are only needed for a certain family of Banach algebras of analytic functions, 
but it is no more difficult to prove them uniformly for all complete normed 
rings. From the proofs it is clear how to interpret expression like f(‘)(a)/i!, 
f EA[Z], ir0, even if A does not have Q as a subring. 
(1 S) LEMMA. Let n 12. There is E = E,> 0 such that for each complete 
normed ring (A, ) I ) every polynomial f(Z) = 1 + Z + czZ2+ ..a + c,Z”, with 
(cil <is, cirsA for i=2, . . . . n, has a root in A of norm 12. 
PROOF. Take E=E,, so small that If( S+ and, whenever 1x112, XEA, 
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then If’(x) - 1114 and Cym2 If(’ ) I$, for each A and f as above. We 
define the sequence (x,) in A as follows: 
x1=-1, x,+1=x,-j-(x,). 
By induction on m we show: If( I (3)“. For m = 1 this holds by our choice 
of E. Suppose it holds for all m IN. Then lxNl = I -1 -f(xr) - ... -f(xN- r)l I 
11+++ . . . + (9N-152, so 
s(+)N(f + $I= t+r”+ ‘. 
(x,,J is a Cauchy sequence: for p I q we have: 
q-1 
Ixq-xpl ~~plfcui)l I(3)p+...+(~)q-lI(~)p-l. 
It is clear now that (x,) converges to a root off(Z) of norm 12. n 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let positive integers d and A4 be given. Then there exists E> 0 
such that for each complete normed ring (A, I I) and each polynomial 
f(Z) E A [Z] of degree sd and all a; CE A with (Y and all the coefficients off of 
norm Gt4 and ICI I E and f(a) = c. (f ‘(cr))2, the following holds: there is a E A 
with f(a)=O, a=amod(cf’(a)) in A, and la-al 52lc.f’(cr)I. 
PROOF. 
f(a+Z)=f(a)+ f’(a)-Z+ 5 (f(‘)(a)/i!)Z’= 
i=Z 
=c(f’(a))2+f’(a).Z+ i (fCi)(a)/i!)Zi. 
i=2 
Substituting cf ‘(a) - Y for Z gives: 
(*I f(a+cf’(a)Y)=c(f’(a))2(1+ Y+ii2(f(i)(a)/i!)(f’(a))iciYi) 
Now the numbers I (f (‘)(a)/i!)f ‘(a)‘[, i = 2, . . . , d, are bounded in terms of d 
and A4 alone, so by the preceding lemma we can take E > 0 depending only on d 
and M such that, whenever ICI I E, then the second factor on the right hand side 
of(*)hasarootyinAwith Iy(~2.Thena=a+c.f’(a).yisarootoff(Z)as 
required. n 
(1.7) LEMMA. Let g(Y),fi(Y) ,..., f,(Y)E@[Y], Y=(YI ,..., Y,) and let 
Y=(Yl,**-, yN)eBN satisfy g(y)#O, fi(y)=+-.=f,(y)=O. Let e>O. Then 
there is a Y~E(B’)~ such that IIy-yOllK<e and fi(y”)=ci-g(y”) for some 
ciEP’with IIcillK<e,i=l,..., m. 
PROOF. Write g(y) = p e u where p is a K-polynomial and u is an @-unit 
(using lemma (1.2)). For i = 1, . . . , N we have: yi = Zip + rip ai E 8, ri a polynomial 
of degree deg(p). Put minXpK 1 u(x) I= 6 > 0. By a well known theorem of Runge 
we can approximate zi arbitrarily close in the 11 ]IK-sense by a rational function, 
say zj’, with no poles in K; note that Z~E BU. (Of course, if K is a closed ball, we 
don’t need Runge’s theorem and we can approximate by polynomials of the 
Taylor series expansion.) Put yp =z:* p + ri. SO yi- yp = (Zi -z:) * p. Hence, 
with y”=(yfl,..., ~3, we get: g(y)-g(f’)=d*~ and fi(Y’)=fi(Y’)-A(Y)= 
=di. p (d,diE 8); moreover, by choosing ]]zi-zpI]K sufficiently small, we can 
make Ild ]IK and IdiIIK as small as we want. In fact, we take lIzi - ~~11~ so small, 
that ]Iyi-y~JlK<E, IldllK<+S and Ildi/KCEs/2, i=l,...,N. Then g(y”)= 
=g(y)-(g(y)-g(y”))=(u-d).pand [(u-d)(x)] rQfor allxEK, so u-dis 
an bunit. Moreover h(p) = di * p = (di/(U -d)) - g(y”), and Ildi/(U - d) IIK < 
< (e8/2)(2/4 = E. So if we put ci = di/(u -d), the requirements of our lemma 
are met: note that g(y’)E E’\(O), fi(y”)E @“, SO ci=fi(y”)/g(y”)E 04 n 
(1.8) PROOFOFTHETHEOREM 
Let F(Y)=O, Y=(Yi,..., YN), be a finite system of polynomial equations 
with coefficients in U” and let y=(yi, . . . . yN) be a solution in 8. Let E> 0 be 
given. We have to find a solution y”= (yf, . . . , y$) in 8“ with ]I y -y”]lKc E. 
Let L be the fraction field of 8’ and write L(y) = L(tl, . . . , t,, t,+ 1) where 
t1, . . . . t, is a transcendence base of L(y) ) L and t,+ i is algebraic over L(tl, . . . , tJ. 
We may clearly take the ti’S inside @“[ y], so the ti’S are in 8. Let f(T) E oU[ T] be 
irreducible in L[T], T=(T1, . . . . Tr+l), such that f(t)=0 where t=(tl, ...,tr+l). 
Let us write 
(1) Yi = ai(tV/%t) 
withai(T)EP[T],/3(T)eP[T1 ,..., TJ\{O},i=l,..., N. 
Let f be of degree d>O in T,, i and choose M>O so large that: 
(2) IItr+h IIBWII~ and II+ 
for each coefficient c of f(tl, . . . , t,, T,, J are all CM. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that E is so small that it satisfies the 
statement of lemma (1.6) where d and h4 are as specified above. Let 0 < 6 < E. In 
the course of the proof we give further indications how small 6 should be in 
order to lead to a solution f as required. We now apply lemma (1.7) to the 
polynomial P(T). (af/aTr+1)2 which does not vanish at (y, t) and the 
polynomials f(T), ai( T) - F/3(T) (i = 1, . . . , N), which do vanish at (y, t), by (1). 
We obtain an N+ r+ I-tuple (y’, tf, . . . , t:, t:+ ,) in 8“ such that 
(3) Il(Y’, tfv . . ..t~.t:+,)-(Y,t)llK<6, 
2 
(4) .f<tT, ***, t;,t;+l)=l@(tf ,..., G). ( & (t” l,...,t;,c+1) r+l > 
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with b E 8’ and 11 b IIK <NM, 
(9 ai(ty, -em 9 tF9 ti+ 1) - yla(ty, s s m , t,“) = diS(ty, - - * 9 t;) 
with die b and IldillK<S (i= 1, . . ..N). 
We may assume that 6 was taken so small that (3) implies: 
(6) fVf9 . ..> t,“, Tr+ 1) 
is of exact degree d in T,, i and &tf, . . . , t,“) # 0. Let U be an open neighborhood 
of K such that all y;, $, t:+ 1, b d. and all coefficients of f(c, . . . , c, T,, ,), o;(T), , ,
p(T) (i=l,..., N; j=l,..., r) are analytic functions defined and bounded on U 
and such that the inequality in (4) remains valid if we replace II IIK by II II U. We 
shall also assume that 6 is so small that using (3), U can be chosen such that (2) 
remains valid if we replace (y, t) by (y’, tf, . . . , t,4 t:+ i) and II IIK by 11 II U. 
Let A consist of the bounded analytic functions (I-C. Equipped with the 
norm II !I ,, the algebra A is a Banach algebra. By (4) and the choice of U we get 
II~s(tf, . . . . CN/~ Ilbllu. IV% . . ..C?Ilu~W~)~~~~ 
We now apply lemma (1.6), or rather the more precise result contained in its 
proof, to (4), and obtain t,“+ i and Da in A such that, with to= (t:, . . . , t,“+ i): 
(7) f (t”) = 0, 
(8) t;+1-t;+1=D“./3(tf,...,t;), 
(9) IPIIK <w/m -$ (f II 
19 . . ..e.t:+1> 
r+l I/ K’ 
(6) and (7) imply that t,“+l E oa, and together with (6) and (8) this also gives 
Da E B*, justifying our choice of notation. (8) implies: 
(10) ai = OJi(t”l ,...,t::t:+l)+eiP(t”), eiE 84 i=l , . . . . N. 
Now we assume that 6 was chosen so small that (3), (5) and (9) guarantee: 
(11) )IY’-~llK<&/3, jdjIIK<&/3 and IIeiIIK<&/3. 
Putyp=yj+di+ei,i=l,...,N.Theny’=(y~,...,y~)hascomponentsin 8“ 
and, by (ll), (5), (10) and (6) we get: 
(12) 1) y’-y(lK<s and yf=~~i(t”)//3(t”). 
It remains to show that y” is a solution of the system F(Y) = 0 we started with. 
L[t] =L[T]/f(T) and f(P) =O, so there is a L-algebra morphism @:L[t]+L 
with @(t)= t”. We have @(#l(t))=/3(t”)#O, by (6), so @ can be extended to a 
ringmorphism 9: L[t, l/fl(t)]+L with @(1//3(t)) = l//I(p). But yi = ai(t)/p(t) by 
(l),F(y)=O, andyp=ai(tU)/fl(t”)by(12), SO@(F(Y))=F(Y~)=O. n 
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j2. AN EXAMPLE 
A naive attempt to generalize the theorem of [v.d.D.] to the complex analytic 
case would be as follows: let D be the closed unit disc in the complex 
plane C, and let R be the ring of polynomial functions on D, normed by 
the supnorm on D. One easily checks that R is dense in its extension ring Z?: 
I? = { C;coa,Z”: 1 la,1 c 03) with 11 11 given by the supnorm on D. Note that 
One contrast with the p-adic case is that there are power series in l? which, 
while algebraic over R, do not have a radius of convergence > 1: (1 +X)3’2 = 
= C (3A2)X” is an example, communicated to me by Denef. 
Also I? does not satisfy a preparation theorem like lemma (1.1): (1 + X)3’2 ER 
is not of the form pu where p is a polynomial and u E l? has no zeros on D; if it 
were, then p would have -1 as a zero, so p = (X+ 1). q. Dividing by X+ 1 we 
get (1 +X) l12=qu on the open unit disc. By letting Xl - 1 on the real axis we 
see that q(-1) = 0, so q = (X+ 1)r for a polynomial r and dividing by (1 +X)‘” 
this gives 1 = (1 + X)‘” . TU on the open unit disc. Now, letting Xl - 1 as before, 
we are led to the contradiction 1 = 0. 
This example shows that, even if there is a specialization theorem for the 
algebraic closure of R inside Z?, its proof would have to use rather different 
methods from those of [v.d.D.]. 
SUMMARY 
We show that analytic functions defined on a neighborhood of a compact connected subset K of 
the complex plane can be specialized to algebraic functions defined on a neighborhood of K. 
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